


Text and Function
The text is a copy of the Compendium Historiae in Genealogia Christi or 
Genealogical History of Christ written by Peter of Poitiers, Chancellor 
of the University of Paris from 1193 to 1205. The Genealogy is Poitiers’ 
most famous work and was intended to provide a short summary of 
Biblical history in the form of a genealogical tree tracing Christ’s ancestry. 
This is supplemented by historical information drawn from contemporary 
sources, such as the Historia Scholastica of Peter Comestor. The 
Genealogy was an educational tool and circulated widely until the end of 
the 15th century.1 The roll format was practical for classroom study and 
would have been presented on a wall or table. 

The text should initially be read vertically, beginning in the top left with 
a prologue describing the candelabrum “Tres calami i(d est) tria brachia 
ex uno latere p(ro)deu(n)t…” This is followed by Poitiers’ prologue in 
the top right: “Considerans hystorie sacre p(ro)lixitat(em), n(ec)no(n) et 
difficultat(em) solariu(m)…perduxi.” 2 Beneath Poitiers’ prologue is a note 
regarding how to use the roll: “Nota…” The genealogical diagram begins 
below this with “Adam in agro…” next to which Adam and Eve’s names 
are inscribed in a red and blue roundel. From this section onwards, the text 
should be read left to right in tandem with the genealogical diagram.

The genealogical diagram presents Christ’s ancestry along the central line. 
The main names along the central line are: 
 Membrane 1: Adam and Eve; Noah;
 Membrane 2: Abraham;
 Membrane 4: David;
 Membrane 5: Sedecias;
 Membrane 7: Christ; Anne; the Virgin Mary.3 

These figures are organised into six historical periods that correspond 
to the six ages of the world. The first five ages open with Adam, Noah, 
Abraham, David, and Sedecias followed by their descendants.4  The 
sixth age begins with the birth of Christ “(Christ)us natus”. Each age 
is demarcated by a large, ornate blue and red roundel with geometric 
designs. The last age has four large roundels denoting the different stages 
of Christ’s life : “(Christ)us natus”, “(Christ)us puer”, “(Christ)us passus”, 
and “(Christ)us resurgens”.

Running parallel to the central line are other lineages representing 
those who influenced Biblical history, such as Alexander the Great and 
his successors down to Cleopatra as well as Roman emperors. These 
additional lineages are synchronised chronologically with the central line. 
For example, next to the roundel “(Christ)us natus” is the list of Roman 
emperors “imp(er)atores…” beginning with “Julius Cesar”. 

The scroll ends with Christ’s resurrection and a description of the 
martyred disciples. The left column finishes with five roundels naming 
“Paulus, Barnabus, Nic(h)modemus, Marcus, and Lucas” and a line about 
Stephanus being stoned to death on 3 August in the same year Christ was 
crucified “…Stephanus lapidator…” The right column ends with Mathias 
being crucified “Mathyas…crucificus fuit.” Two paragraphs above the 
notice on Matthias is the poem about Saint Anne “Anna solet dici tres 
concepisse Marias…” Beneath the note on Mathias is an indecipherable 
inscription. Lewis E 72 ends similarly, but has a colophon in the bottom 
right. 

Rhineland or France
Mid 14th century

Physical Description: 
Vellum roll, 8 membranes glued together 418 x 39.5 cm, 
complete except for possible missing title due to trimming, 
no discernible colophon, neat Gothic script written vertically 
from top to bottom in two columns that become further 
subdivided, brown ink with red and blue initial letters and 
paragraph signs, capitals touched in red, men’s names in 
brown ink and women’s in red, relationships are designated 
in red script, illustrated with initial letters ‘T’ and ‘C’ 
embellished with penwork at the beginning of the two 
main columns, a candelabrum commences the genealogical 
diagram extending through the centre of the chronicle, the 
diagram is made up of red, blue, yellow and green double 
circle roundels with names of Biblical and historical figures 
inscribed connected by yellow and sometimes red or green 
lines, supplementing the diagram are illustrations such as the 
Tower of Babel, the dorse or verso of the roll is blank.

BINDING: Membranes are glued together rather than sewn. 
Preserved in a modern fitted box. 

CONDITION: Upper, lower, and right margins trimmed 
away – the top of the candelabrum is slightly truncated. 
Some natural undulations in the parchment and some 
darkening stains and smudging on the first and last 
membranes such as a circular blemish on the candelabrum 
and an indecipherable inscription bottom right of the eighth 
membrane. There is some separation along green ink lines 
and small portions of the vellum are missing in green-
coloured areas. The middle sections of the roll (membranes 
2 through 6) are in good condition.

SCROLL WITH THE GENEALOGICAL HISTORY OF CHRIST 
TEXT BY PETER OF POITIERS (c. 1130-1205)

——————
1. A list of Genealogy manuscripts (rolls and codices) can be found in Philip 
S. Moore, The Works of Peter of Poitiers (Indiana: University of Notre Dame, 
1936) pp. 101-106. J.B. Piggin has also compiled a working list: https://piggin.
net/stemmahist/petercatalog.htm#

2. A transcription of Poitiers’ prologue can be found in Moore, The Works of 
Peter of Poitiers, p. 99. Attention should be paid to differences across scrolls, 
for instance Moore’s universalising transcription starts “Considerans scripture 
sacre…” while this scroll begins “Considerans hystorie sacre…”

3. Kidd, The McCarthy Collection, p. 300.

4. For a discussion on the organisation of Poitiers’ Genealogy see: W.H. Monroe, 
“A Roll-Manuscript of Peter of Poitiers’ Compendium” The Bulletin of the 
Cleveland Museum of Art, vol. 65 no. 3 (March 1978) p. 92.



Illustrations
The roll prioritises a diagrammatic presentation, similar to Lewis E 72. 
Other (most?) roll copies of the Genealogy include figural illustrations 
and narrative scenes. This can be seen in MS Typ 216 at Harvard 
Houghton Library, MS 1234 at the Bibliothèque de l’Arsenal, and 4 
Cod. 989 at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek.5 Figural and narrative 
illustrations are also commonly found in codex forms of the Genealogy.6 
A description of the illustrations in the roll is as follows: 

Membrane 1: 
Seven-branched candelabrum framed by two columns and coloured 
yellow and green. Small roundels with the names “Noe”, “Daniel” and 
“Job” appear on the candelabrum’s stem. The middle branch and “Noe” 
are almost entirely erased. Several copies of the Genealogy begin with a 
similar candelabrum illustration, including Lewis E 72 and MS Typ 216 
(the latter also includes a depiction of Christ).

The Tower of Babel extends over Membrane 1 and Membrane 2. The 
tower has exaggerated Gothic features and is rendered in red, green, blue 
and yellow. A label on either side identifies it as “Turris Babel”. The 
tower is more ornate than those in other copies of the Genealogy. The 
tower in Lewis E 72 also has exaggerated architectural features, but it is 
not as detailed or as colourful (unfinished?). 

Membrane 2: 
Across from the Tower of Babel are two cross-section schematic 
diagrams of Noah’s ark, one according to Augustine “Aug(us)tin(um)” 
and the other according to Bede and Strabo “Bedam (et) Strabu(m)”. 
Augustine’s version is rendered in green outlined in red, the other in 
yellow outlined in red. A similar double diagram of the ark is found in 
many copies of the Genealogy, though the designation can vary. Many 
include that by Bede and Strabo alongside one according to Augustine 
(Lewis E 72), while others draw on different authorities such as 
“Moysen” or “Josephum” (MS Typ 216). 4. Cod. 989 names “Moysen 
(et) Aug(us)tinu(m)” on one diagram and “Bedam (et) Strabu(m)” on 
another. MS 1234 only includes one diagram by Bede and Strabo.7  

Membrane 3: 
Architectonic diagram composed of yellow and green arches listing the 
44 “mansiones” or stopping points of the Israelites in the wilderness as 
they walked from Ramses to Jordan: “I. Ramasse” to “44. Super ripani 
Iordanis”. While the diagrammatic elements are standard in comparison 
to other copies of the Genealogy, a distinctive feature is the numbering 
of each location in red. Similar (though unnumbered) diagrams can be 
found in Lewis E 72, MS 1234, MS Typ 216, 4 Cod. 989 and others.8

Yellow quatrefoil diagram outlined in red depicting the twelve tribes 
of Israel were encamped around the tabernacle during the Exodus with 
the Levites arranged in four families according to the four cardinal 

Provenance
(1) Made in the Rhineland or France. Palaeographic and 
orthographic analyses indicate the roll was produced in the 
Rhineland or Low Countries. Yet the layout and textual 
content of the roll are extremely similar to a roll produced 
in France (Paris?) c.1334, now Lewis E 72 at the Library 
of Philadelphia. This raises intriguing questions about the 
transmission of Poitiers’ Genealogy and might suggest this 
roll and Lewis E 72 had a similar exemplar. Details below:

•The script (a with large upper bow) and the frequent use of 
w to spell words such as “ewangelica” suggest the roll was 
produced in the Rhineland or Low Countries.9 

•This roll and Lewis E 72 share rare characteristics, 
including: a pronounced gap between Christ’s death and 
resurrection; the naming of five disciples at the end of the 
roll where others only name two (Paulus and Barnabus); 
a poem about Saint Anne. The Saint Anne poem was very 
popular in the Middle Ages, but does not often appear in 
copies of the Genealogy.10  Its presence in both rolls could 
support a close relationship between them. There are further 
similarities in the design of the genealogical diagram and, 
particularly, the roundels designating the six ages of the 
world. Lewis E 72 appears unfinished and is, thus, not as 
colourful and its illustrations not as detailed.

(2) Private Collection, England
(3) Christie’s New York, 22 April 1994, lot. 69
(4) McCarthy Collection, London 1996-2021

——————
5.MS Typ 216 was made c.1200-1250 in north-eastern France and is the earliest 
known Genealogy roll.

6. Digitised Genealogy manuscripts can be explored here: https://piggin.net/
stemmahist/petercatalog.htm#

7. It is difficult to know the reason behind these differences. It is likely related to 
the transmission of models scribes were copying from. A note on copying can be 
found in Monroe, “A Roll-Manuscript of Peter of Poitiers’ Compendium” pp. 96-
97, where he suggests that MS Typ 216 is a model for a roll made in Canterbury 
c. 1220, now 1973.5.a-b at the Cleveland Museum of Art. 

8. Further comparisons can be made to Genealogy rolls produced in thirteenth-
century England such as 2002.433 at The Met and 1973.5.a-b at the Cleveland 
Museum of Art (see above citation). Additional comparisons could be made to 
rolls produced in fourteenth-century Italy such as MS 4254 at the Biblioteca 
Casanatense.

9. See Christy’s catalogue entry for lot 69, 22 April 1994: https://www.christies.
com/en/lot/lot-2398820 
Peter Kidd has also written a brief description in Peter Kidd, The McCarthy 
Collection: French Miniatures (London: 2018) pp. 300-304.

10. The poem also appears in MS 1234, made c. 1350 in France. It does 
not appear in 4 Cod. 989, made c. 14th century in the Upper Rhine. A full 
investigation of which Genealogy rolls the Saint Anne poem appears in has yet 
to be conducted.



points. The centre of the diagram reads “tabernaculum.” This diagram 
appears in most copies of the Genealogy either below or alongside the 
architectonic diagram of the “mansiones” of the Israelites, though it does 
not appear in 4 Cod. 989.

Membrane 5:
Circular diagram depicting the layout of the city of Jerusalem and 
plotting out where different members of society live in relation to its six 
gates. This diagram is perhaps most similar in shape to MS 1234, though 
MS 1234 is more elaborate and depicts the gates as little doorways.11
 
Membrane 8: 
Two concentric roundels separated from the central genealogical line 
show Christ’s resurrection. The central roundel is red and blue with 
geometric designs around the words “(Chris)us resurgens”, the outer 
roundel is composed of 12 smaller roundels alternating in colour (red, 
yellow, blue) with the 12 disciples’ names inscribed and connected by 
red and white bands. This depiction diverges from other copies of the 
Genealogy, such as Lewis E 72 or MS Typ 216, which depict a long 
rectangle with “Christus resurgens” in the centre and the 12 disciples on 
either side. 4 Cod. 989 similarly presents two concentric roundels, but 
includes a figural illustration of Christ speaking to his disciples.

The gap between “(Christ)us passus” and “(Christ)us resurgens” can also 
be seen in Lewis E 72. Such a pronounced division is unusual. MS Typ 
216 has a small break. Others, such as MS 1234, have no break.

——————
11. For a discussion of the Jerusalem diagram in Poitiers’ Genealogy see: Andrea 
Worm, “Ista est Jerusalem: Intertextuality and Visual Exegesis in Peter of 
Poitiers’ Compendium historiae in genealogia Christi and Werner Rolevincks’s 
Fasciculus temporum’ in Lucy Donkin and Hanna Vorholt eds., Imagining 
Jerusalem in the Medieval West (London, 2012).




